
Module 5: 
Communicate Effectively, Create 

Plan & Debrief

(City), LA

Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says:  Welcome to Module 5.  We look forward to another great day of learning today!Facilitator says: [presenters reintroduce themselves and share a brief background if necessary].Facilitator does: Ensure everyone has signed in, has materials for the day, is sitting with his or her learning team, is wearing a name tag and has their name table tent out in front of them. Review logistics for training (restrooms, times, breaks, lunch, etc.)



Mentor Training Course Goals
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• Build a strong relationship and effectively communicate with mentee, including 
providing ongoing support to mentee in a virtual space 

• Understand the mindset and needs of adult learners, including new teachers, and 
how they apply to the mentoring role

• Diagnose and prioritize mentee’s strengths and areas for growth in the areas of 
classroom management, instruction & understanding the unique needs of students 

• Design and implement a mentoring support plan to develop mentee knowledge 
and skills

• Monitor mentee’s progress and determine next steps for ongoing mentoring work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: Let’s just take a moment to remind ourselves about the overarching goals of the Mentor Training Course. Today’s topics will really focus goal 1 and goal 4. 



The Mentoring Cycle
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Just as a reminder, this is the mentor cycle that we talk about in each session. This is the cycle that all of our work is grounded in.  The mentor cycle illustrates all of the components of your role as a mentor - the concrete actions you will take when working with your mentees. 



Today’s Agenda

• Welcome and Outcomes

• Communicate Effectively

• Ask Questions

• Give Feedback

• Create Plan

• Debrief

• Connect to Assessments

• Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Point out the agenda on p. X of their packet. Review the day’s agenda.



Our Working Agreements

• Make the learning meaningful 

• Engage mentally and physically

• Notice opportunities to support the learning of 

others

• Take responsibility for your own learning 

• Own the outcomes
• Respect the learning environment of self and others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Review the agreements. Have participants choose one that they will hone in on especially during today’s session.



Module 5 Outcomes

•Use powerful questioning in conversations related to 
mentee’s growth and development

• Communicate clear and actionable feedback to 
mentee

• Create a mentoring plan to meet the specific needs of 
a mentee based on observation data

• Understand the different structures a debrief should 
take depending on the support provided

• Plan for and engage in a debrief conversation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review the module outcomes.



You said...

• Biggest takeaway
• One question you 

currently have

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Review the major takeaway themes and questions from the previous module.



• Make groups of 5: Stand up and find 4 other people you 
haven’t worked with very much so far in the course (1 
minute)

• Think Time: Silently decide on 1 word that describes the 
practice of mentoring to you so far in the course (1 minute)

• Share: Share and explore the variety of words in your small 
group (3 minutes)
• What’s the meaning of each of the “one words”?
• What examples and reasons are behind the choice of 

words?
• Whip around the room: Each person calls out their word 

one at a time (5 minutes)
• Discuss in groups: Why does mentoring feel like this at this 

point? How might these feelings change once the school 
year starts? (4 minutes)

“One Word”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Review the protocol on the slide before having participants move into groups and get started. Time keep and move activity along.



Communicate Effectively

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Our first topic today lies at the center of our mentor cycle, Communicate Effectively. This component alongside Build Relationships is at the heart of our mentor cycle because we use effective communication skills throughout the entire mentor cycle. Today we will hone in on the second key component of Communicate Effectively, ask questions.



Communicate Effectively

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Point out where Communicate Effectively falls in the mentor cycle.
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Communicate Effectively: 3 Key Components

● Listen and paraphrase
● Ask questions
● Give feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review the 3 key components of Communicate Effectively - today’s focus will be on the second component. Animate the slide.
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The Power of Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: This is a clip from the animated movie How to Train Your Dragon. In this clip, one character asks questions and helps another character move their thinking along.Tell participants you’re going to watch this clip for a fun way to get their brains thinking about how asking questions can really be helpful!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guclKsL-JbY
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The Power of Questions

“My most significant learning….has been in the power of questioning. 
Questioning can shorten or deepen a person’s learning. Questioning can show 
learning or lack of learning. It allows one to see where the learner is in direct 

connection to his/her understanding of the subject matter. 

Questions allow the facilitator to build the inquiry that creates culture.”

- Michael Buckley, Instructional Coach, Ranch View Elementary School, Naperville School District 203, Naperville, Illinois

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Provide a few moments for participants to read this quoteTell participants that by the end of this section, they should feel ready to use questions to start to reach towards outcomes like these
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The Power of Questions

➔ Asking questions within the mentor-
mentee partnership increases mentees’ 
ownership and helps moves their thinking

➔ Through questioning, mentors learn what 
the mentee thinks, as opposed to guiding 
the mentee to see what the mentor sees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Tell participants that questions can be particularly effective within the mentor-mentee relationship because they increase the mentee’s ownership over what’s being discussed and decided and helps moves the mentee’s thinking. Questions allow the mentor to learn what the mentee thinks, which is vital to helping them learn.
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What’s been your experience with asking questions?

This is a skill I 
have been 

trying to use

This is an area I 
feel really 
strong in

This is 
something I’ve 

tried but I find it 
easier to make 

statements

This is a new 
idea/skill for me

I’ve benefited 
from someone 
else asking me 

questions

I’d like to share 
about my 

experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Ask participants to participate in a quick poll to help them and you ground in where they are as we begin learning together about asking questions.Display the information on the slide and provide 30 seconds for participants to decide which emoji best describes their experience. Have them turn to a shoulder partner and share their emoji choice. Ask any participants who responded “I have a story about this to share” to share outIn the event that no one responds with this, think about your experience with asking questions and share out a story of your own
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Three Types of Conversations
Telling:
Explicitly 
demonstrating 
and/or 
communicating 
information

Not many 
questions

Teaching:
Showing how to 
think about 
something in a 
new, generative 
way

Some questions

Supporting and 
Questioning:
Helping teachers to 
develop new 
insights and 
journey to new 
knowledge

All questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: Questions fall within the three types of conversations a mentor has with a teacher, and these also align with the stances we’ve been learning about.  As you see, you won’t usually use questions when you are in the consultant (telling) stance, you’ll sometimes use questions when you are in the collaborative, or teaching, stance, and you will always use questions when you are in the reflective stance, while you are supporting and questioning. So your use of questions is dependent on where your mentee is with a given skill. Are they brand-new to something, and need you to tell them? Have they been working on something with you and so sometimes need you to tell things and sometimes will respond well to a question, or have they been trying something out and would benefit from you asking them questions?  Remember also that sometimes you move around through these three stances just within one conversation with your mentee!  Even with a brand-new teacher, within just one conversation you may find that there’s something they’re not aware of that you need to tell them, but also that there are moments when they are ready for you to push them a bit more with a question. In general, you can’t go wrong with asking a question.  If your mentee isn’t sure, you can always move back to a more consultant or telling stance.  Your mentee may surprise you with how well they respond to a question, so pushing yourself to ask questions is never a wrong move.
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A continuum of questioning

Suggestions Suggestions 
Disguised as 
Questions

Powerful Questions

Examples You could have 
students use the 
rubric to assess 
their own 
papers.

What would happen 
if students used 
their rubric to assess 
their own work?

What options could 
we consider to help 
students work more 
for themselves?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator says: Much like the stances are on a continuum, questioning can also be seen on a continuum. When you are in that first consultant, or telling, stance, you are usually making suggestions to your mentee. When you move into the collaborative, or teaching, stance, you may start asking more questions, but those questions are often suggestions disguised as questions. When you are in the reflective stance, that’s when you’re asking true - powerful - questions. Those powerful questions are going to be the ones that really push your mentee learning, so again, you’ll want to push yourself to ask true and powerful questions as often as possible.Facilitator does: Share the three examples on the slide with the participants.  Guide them to notice how while the question in the middle column is a question, it’s really a way to get the mentee to take up and consider the mentor’s idea. Facilitator says: There may be a place for this in your work with a mentee - perhaps your mentee has never had their students use rubrics to assess their own work. In that case, asking the last question of “what options could we consider” would never get that idea on the table.  But the question in the last column is likely to lead to far more ownership on the part of the mentee, and would also provide the mentor with an opportunity to understand what the mentee is thinking. It will also bring up new ideas that the mentor never even thought of! You can always start with a true question and then move towards a more collaborative model where you’re providing suggestions if the mentee needs more support.Facilitator does: Give participants 5 minutes to review the differences between suggestions, suggestions disguised as questions, and questions by having them work with those at their table and having them sort the 6 statements/questions into categories on page 7 of their handout. After 5 minutes, take a few minutes to review the answers as a whole group.Answer key: Suggestions: 4; Suggestions disguised as questions: 1,5; Powerful Questions: 2, 3, 6
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Questions as a component of communicating effectively

“Powerful questions are a reflection of committed listening and 
understanding the other person’s perspective that is confirmed 
through paraphrasing. This suggests a progression from 
listening, paraphrasing for understanding, and then asking 
powerful questions that yield clarity or mediation of thinking.” 

Kee et al. (2010), Results Coaching: The New Essential for School Leaders

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Questions play an important role in becoming an effective communicator.  As you know, we’ve practiced listening and paraphrasing. In this excerpt, Kathryn Kee tells us how mentors first listen, then paraphrase, to ensure they are understanding, and then ask a powerful question. Then, the listening and paraphrasing works starts again as the receiver of the question answers the question!
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Characteristics of powerful questions

1. Reflect active listening and understanding of the perspective of the receiver of the question
2. Free of judgement and assumptions and assume positive intent on the part of the receiver of the 

question (“How do you think the lesson went?”)
3. Evoke discovery, insight, commitment, or action on behalf of the receiver of the question
4. Challenge current assumptions
5. Create greater clarity and possibility of new learning
6. Meant to help the receiver of the question
7. Open-ended, inviting complex thinking and reflecting
8. Use language that is exploratory (“What are some possible ways?”)
9. Use introductory phrases (As you . . . When you . . . While you . . . Given that . . .)  
10. Spoken in an approachable voice, signaling inquiry, rather than a credible voice, which implies 

authority
11. Don’t have a hidden agenda
12. Avoid beginning with the word “why”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Ask participants to review the characteristics of powerful questions on this slide. They are also found in the handouts on page 8. Ask participants to share what stands out to them about any of the characteristics.  Why are these the things that make a question powerful?Some possible responses could include... Questions are most powerful when they are aligned with active listening, so that they flow naturally from where you understand the receiver to beWords like “why” sound judgemental and as if you are assuming they don’t know or do something. “Why” questions don’t sound to the receiver like you are assuming positive intent on their partIf they can be answered with yes/no or a close answer, they aren’t powerfulCertain words can make questions feel more approachable and connected to what is already being discussedIf no one says any of these points, you can bring them upWhile leaving this slide up, ask participants to write down a question on a sticky note that models these characteristics and is an example of a powerful question. It can be on any topic they like. Have participants share their question with a shoulder partner and listen in to conversations. Ask a few participants to share out with the whole group and call out the characteristics of the questions as they come in, such as “that one uses exploratory language because…” or “that question is open-ended because…”Then, ask participants to write down a question on a sticky note that misuses or misses these characteristics and is a non-example of a powerful question.  Have participants share their question with a shoulder partner and listen in to conversations. Call out the non-characteristics of the questions as they come in, such as, “that one does not assume positive intentions, because….” or “that one is judgemental because…”
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Common mistakes when trying for powerful questions

1. Asking solution-oriented questions

2. Answering your own questions

3. Asking multiple questions at the same time

4. Seeking one “right” answer

5. Asking rhetorical questions

6. Asking leading questions

7. Interrupting or failing to interrupt when it’s needed

8. Asking judgemental-sounding “why” questions

9. Making suggestions that are veiled as questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Let participants know that asking powerful questions takes practice, just like anything else worth doing! There are a few common mistakes that mentors, coaches, and other leaders make when trying to ask questions.  They are also on page 8 of the handout.Give participants 2 minutes for a private self-reflection with the common mistakes: “As you think about your experiences in the past asking questions, which of these mistakes do you think you make most often?  Which do you most want to focus on and avoid in the future?”
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Primary purposeful questions

● What are you noticing about...?
● What are you getting out of...?
● What do you value about…?
● What do you want students to know 

about…?
● What do you want students to learn 

about…?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: The questions on this slide are examples of powerful questions that are general and are meant to get an open dialogue started.  A mentor can ask these to get a conversation started. As with all powerful questions, they are open-ended and without judgement. They work best when the question-asker genuinely wants to hear the receiver’s response - not when they have the “right” answer already in mind.The goal of asking a primary question is to kick start a discussionFacilitator does: Give participants 30 seconds to study the primary questions. They are also on page 9 of their handout.
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Secondary purposeful questions

● What are you hoping will happen 
here?

● Can you tell me more about…?

● What do you mean by…?

● What were you thinking when…?

● What is the purpose of...?

● Why is this important to you?

● What are you 
loving/valuing/appreciating about 
that?

● How does this match to the standards?

● What important behaviors might 
we see in students when they…?

● How are you going to…?

● How can you apply…?

● What support do you need?

● What do you think it means…?

● What are you learning from…?

● Are there other ways to try that?

● What else is possible here?

● How else might you…?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator says: The questions on page 9-10 of your handout are examples of secondary/ follow-up questions the mentor can ask based on careful listening to the discussion that emerges from asking a primary question.Some secondary questions are included on the slideThe goal of asking secondary questions is to keep the discussion going, for the mentee to continue to have buy-in to what is being discussed, and for the mentor to continue to understand what the mentee is thinking. Through asking secondary questions, the mentor helps great ideas to emerge as mentor and mentee are working together to think and talk.
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Analyzing the characteristics of the example questions

How do the example questions 
embody the characteristics of 

powerful questions?

What kinds of discussions could you 
see resulting from asking these 

questions?

● Review the characteristics of 
powerful questions

● Compare the characteristics to 
the example Primary and 
Secondary questions

● Discuss the two questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: As a table group, have participants review the characteristics of powerful questions that we explored earlier and compare them with the example Primary and Secondary questions we just reviewed.They will have 5 minutes to discuss the two questions on the slide. Debrief as a whole group focusing on the most insightful comments you heard during discussions.Participants should notice that all of the example questions align with the characteristics shared earlier, and that these should enable the mentor and mentee to have open discussion that moves the mentee’s thinking along while valuing their perspective.  None of these questions allow for suggestions disguised as questions.
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Partners: Purposeful questions practice

1. Read Scenario 1
2. Jot down a primary question and several secondary questions you might ask this 

mentee
3. Practice 2 times

a. Each person gets a turn to be the mentor
b. While you’re the mentor

i. Actively listen
ii. Pause to think how you might paraphrase what the mentee is saying

4. Debrief:
a. What did you notice?
b. How did it feel?
c. How might this mentee feel?
d. What might be the result of a conversation based on these questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 12 minutesFacilitator does: Ask participants to take 2 minutes to read the first scenario in their packet on page 11 and to jot down some ideas for a primary and several secondary questions they could ask the mentee in the scenario. Remind participants to also remember their active listening and paraphrasing skills they’ve been practicing, as those are always useful for when listening to the answer to a question!Partner participants up. They will have 5 minutes to work through the steps on the slide. They should monitor their time so that they each have a chance to practice being the mentor.  They should also discuss the debrief questions together within the 5 minutes.When you bring everyone back together, share the highlights of what you observed.
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Fishbowl: Purposeful questions practice
1. Read Scenario 2

2. Jot down a primary question and several secondary questions you 
might ask this mentee

3. We’ll fishbowl with several volunteers

4. Debrief:

a. What did you notice?

b. How did it feel?

c. How might this mentee feel?

d. What might be the result of a conversation based on these 
questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Ask participants to take 2 minutes to read the second scenario in their packet on page 12 and to jot down some ideas for a primary and several secondary questions they could ask the mentee in the scenario. Remind participants to also remember their active listening and paraphrasing skills they’ve been practicing, as those are always useful for when listening to the answer to a question!Ask participants for a volunteer. This person will join the fishbowl with you. You will be the mentee, while they are the mentor. Everyone else is watching.  Ask the volunteer to kick off the conversation with a primary question. Respond authentically to the question.  Then call “pause” and ask everyone to jot down a paraphrase they might say based on what you are saying.Ask for a second volunteer to paraphrase and continue the conversation with a secondary question.  Respond authentically to their paraphrase and their secondary question.If the energy is high, you can call “pause” again and repeat with a third volunteer.Thank all of the volunteers.Then, take 3 minutes to debrief. What did the observers notice? How did the volunteers feel? How might this mentee feel? What might be the result of a conversation based on these questions? What were your impressions as a facilitator of the volunteers’ questions?
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Reflection

1. Where in the mentor cycle do I see 
myself using the skill of questioning?

2. What did I learn today about asking 
powerful questions?

3. What aspect of questioning do I most 
want to continue to practice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Tell participants that we have come to the end of our learning about questions. Give them 3 minutes to silently answer the reflection questions on page 13 of their handout packet. The questions are also on the slide.



Key Takeaway

Asking powerful questions enables 
mentors to better understand what 

their mentee is thinking, move 
mentee thinking, and increase 

mentee buy-in.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read key takeaway.



BREAK!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SECTION START: 10:2015 minutes
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Communicate Effectively: 3 Key Components

● Listen and paraphrase
● Ask questions
● Give feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Explain that now we will focus on the third and final key component of communicate effectively, Give Feedback. Animate the slide.
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What’s been your experience with feedback?

● What is a situation in which effective feedback helped you grow 

as a professional?

● What is a situation in which feedback wasn’t effective and didn’t 

help you grow as a professional?

● What made the difference?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Pose the questions on the slide to participants. Provide them 1-2 minutes to write silently in their handouts on page 14.Then, ask participants to share their thoughts to the last question, “What made the difference?” with a shoulder partner.Call out the trends you are hearing with the larger group.
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Why provide feedback to mentee?

Feedback promotes….
● Engagement
● Control
● Responsibility
● Higher levels of cognition
● Internalization of learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: Feedback, when used properly, is a very effective tool for mentoring.Share the points on the slide with participants
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Learner-focused feedback

Feedback is a process, 
not a thing

Mentee - learner
Carries the load

Has the motivation

Mentor
Facilitates learning 
through how they 

deliver the feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: The points on the previous slide add up to feedback that is learner-focusedThis means that feedback is a process, not a thingThe mentee, the learner, has to carry the load and the motivationThe mentor needs to facilitate this through how they deliver feedback
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Types of feedback: Which are effective?

● Work together to build an 
understanding of different types 
of feedback

● Analyze the Feedback Typology 
Table in your handout on page 
16

● Discuss & answer the questions 
on page X

Discussion Questions:

What are the differences among the types of feedback? (Pay attention to 
the subtle differences between ‘construction’ and ‘deconstruction’)

Across the different types, with whom does the sense of responsibility, 
control, and engagement lie?

Across the different types, what is the outcome you can expect from the 
feedback?

Which types of feedback are the most learner-focused?

What connections do you see to the effective feedback experiences you 
shared earlier?

What connections do you see between learner-focused feedback and the 
other forms of effective communication we’ve been learning about?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 20 minutesFacilitator does: Mentors will work in a small group (determine how you will group participants)  to build understanding of the different types of feedback, which are effective, and whyThey will use the Feedback Typology Table on page 16 of their handouts to support this work and will record their work on page 17. Use the points on the slide to direct participant’s focus.Provide 15 minutes for this workBuild on the points made by groups as you move on to the next slide.
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Learner-centered feedback: You can…

● Clearly and specifically state a true observation

○ What they are doing well and should 
continue to keep doing OR

○ Exactly what they need to strengthen and 
fix for the future

● Clearly and specifically state the impact of 
what you observe

● Ask a purposeful question

● Offer a suggestion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: This slide summarizes the “Do’s” of giving feedback. In general, the Analysis, Construction, and Deconstruction types of feedback are effective and share these characteristics.Mentors can take notes on these on page 18 of their handout.You can also add in any other points you heard when visiting the groups. For example, someone may note that just like they learned when learning about questions, sometimes you may offer a suggestion and other times you may ask a question, depending on the stance you are taking. In this way, the type of feedback you give may change depending on the stance you are taking at the moment.
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Learner-centered feedback: Stay away from…

● Being un-specific and vague
○ “This needs more”
○ “Good.”
○ “This term is incorrect.”
○ “Something seems missing.”
○ “I’m not sure about that.”
○ “I don’t suggest doing it like this.”
○ “Awkward.”

● Keeping it focused on yourself 
○ “I like…”

● Fixing or correcting
● Not providing context
● Acting like the good work is due to an innate 

characteristic instead of hard work
○ “You’re amazing!”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: This slide summarizes the “Don’ts” of giving feedback. In general, the Desistance, Correction, Approval/Disapproval, Attribution, Evaluation, and Assessment types of feedback are ineffective and share these characteristics.Mentors can take notes on these on page 18 of their handout.You can also add in any other points you heard when visiting the breakout groups. For example, someone may note that “Attribution” is contrary to having a growth mindset, which we learned about in an earlier session.
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Create a Frayer Model

Definition in your own words Characteristics

Examples Non-examples

Learner-
Centered 
Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Participants will now work in groups for 10 minutes to create a Frayer Model to summarize their learning about what learner-centered feedback is.  This should be done on butcher paper. Groups should hang their posters when they are done and do an informal gallery walk so groups can view each other’s models. 
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Let’s Reflect

1. Reflect on your use of feedback as a mentor.
2. Which type of feedback have you been using 

most often in your mentoring practice?
3. Where do you want to try to push your feedback 

practice to?
4. What specifically are you going to do to make 

that shift?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Direct mentors to their reflection space on page 18 of their handout. Provide 2 minutes for mentees to engage in private reflection.



Key Takeaway

Providing clear and actionable 
feedback enables a mentee to 
take ownership and agency in 

their learning.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Read the key takeaway from this section. 



Create Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says:  The next part of our session today is going back in the cycle to look at how we create a mentoring plan. 



The Mentoring Cycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: animate the slide. Remember we skipped Create Plan at the last session to learn first about the different supports a mentor can provide. Now we can jump back to Create Plan and learn how to write a mentoring plan. After this module, you’ll be ready to write a mentoring plan to support your mentee and you’ll be ready to implement the different kinds of support in the mentoring plan.



Create Plan: Three Key Components

● Clarify the new learning
● Align the method of support
● Write a mentoring plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: animate the slide. Review the 3 key components and explain we will be starting with clarify the new learning.



Clarify the New Learning

What does the 
mentee need to 

learn?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Clarifying the new learning means making sure I understand what the mentee needs to learn in order to achieve the SMART goal. The SMART goal represents a targeted area for improvement. Professional learning is based on the assumption that intentional learning precedes improved practice.Working from a “growth mindset” reinforces that essential expectation that everyone can learn and improve and the purpose of engaging in the different supports we have learned about support this mindset for both the mentor and mentee. So, let us look at what is involved in selecting and narrowing the essential new learning.



Identify Learning Priorities by Considering...

Content Practice
What does my mentee need to 
understand?

What do I lean on in my 
teaching practice in order to do 
this?

What does our curriculum 
recommend?

What does my mentee need to 
be able to do?

How could my mentee gain this 
knowledge?

How could my mentee gain     
this skill?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator Says: When I am taking a few minutes to really consider what is involved in mastering a SMART goal, I can consider questions in the areas of Content and Practice.  By reflecting on these questions, I can clarify for myself what my mentee needs to learn, which will then prepare me to write out, and then engage in, a coaching plan that will support them in doing this learning.  This chart is also on pg. 19 of your handout.Facilitator Does: Read slide



“What Does My Mentee Need to Learn?”

Example: The teacher will effectively facilitate application tasks 
during math instruction in unit 4 so students can better plan and 
choose a solution pathway when applying their mathematical 
knowledge to different situations as measured by at least 90% of 
students achieving passing scores on application tasks on the post 
assessment. 

What does my mentee need to 
understand?

What does our curriculum 
recommend?

How could my mentee gain this 
knowledge?

What do I lean on in my teaching 
practice in order to do this?

What does my mentee need to be 
able to do?

How could my mentee gain this 
skill?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 6 minutesFacilitator does: Explain to participants that now you all will look at a sample SMART goal that will serve as an example of a mentee goal.  Facilitator says: I’m going to read the goal and think “what does my mentee need to learn?” While I do so, please use the content and practice questions to help you think about, “if this was my mentee, what does my mentee need to learn in order to meet this SMART goal?”  You can find this goal on pg. 20 of your handout. There is space for you to take notes about this goal.Facilitator does: Read the goal aloud to participants and share that you’ll consider the content and practice implicit in this goal by using the guiding questions. This is where mentors tap into their knowledge and understanding as a more experienced teacher to support the mentee. As you click through the questions use the following talking points to think aloud to participants:Facilitator says: Understand: They need to understand how to effectively facilitate application tasks during her math instruction, who means really digging into the Tier 1 curriculum during collaborative planning or modeling may be a need.Curriculum recommends: I know most Tier 1 curriculums provide teacher guidance for effective lesson facilitation. I also know most build from the conceptual, to the procedural, then to the application so students can work their way up to application tasks. How they could gain this knowledge: We could do some collaborative planning where we are digging into the application task lessons together and determine where students might struggle and plan with these points in mind. What do I lean on in my practice? I know I use specific teaching moves to help scaffold students when engaging in application tasks including some specific types of questioning, different grouping structures and modeling some think alouds for students. What they need to be able to do? This looks like…How could they gain this skill? The mentee may benefit from watching the mentor teacher facilitate an application task with students to really see the teacher moves she reads about prior to trying it out themselves. So those are the things that I think, based on my experience, a mentee would need to learn and considerations I need to have as I choose the ways to support this learning and help him/her to meet this SMART goal. 



You Try It

● Read through the practice SMART 
goal

● Review any curriculum materials 
necessary to complete the task

● Determine the following:
○ What does the mentee need to 

learn?
○ What are the content and 

practice priorities?
○ What do I need to learn as their 

mentor?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 8 minutesFacilitator says: So now it’s your turn to try this.  On pg. 20-21 in your handouts you’ll see three more SMART goals. (Assign tables to one of the SMART goals 1, 2, or 3) With your table, take 5 minutes to discuss what the mentee would need to learn in order to meet the goal.  You can also ponder what the goal would mean in terms of your own learning. You can take notes in the box next to each goal.�Facilitator does: Circulate and support as needed.  After 5 minutes, ask tables to share out specific examples of learning the mentee requires to successfully meet each SMART goal. Be sure to remind participants that this important step will tell them what content and practices they need to be sure to include in the mentoring plan - for the mentee AND in some cases for the mentor!



Review: What does the mentee need 
to learn and be able to do?

Consider: What do you (the mentor) 
need to know and be able to do to 
support the mentee?

Plan: What resources are available to 
support new learning?

Pause to consider: Mentor learning?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Before we move on, one thing that you may notice is that when I consider what learning my mentee needs to engage in, I may not feel that I have expertise in every piece of content and practice knowledge.  And that is perfectly to be expected!  Mentor learning precedes mentee learning just as mentee learning precedes student learning. It is all part of the continuous learning and improvement process. As a mentor there will be times that a SMART goal will require some new learning for you. The SMART goal and the learning priorities may surface aspects of teaching that you have put on “auto pilot”. Unpacking these practices so that you can help someone else learn and implement them may require some new learning for you. Or, your mentee’s needs and the needs of their students may require you to bridge out into an area you don’t have any experience in. That is okay, you can handle that!Can you imagine situations that could arise with your mentee (or have already arisen with your mentee) that may require you to engage in your own learning first?If you can, share an experience from your own mentoring practice in which you needed to be a learner first.An example: Your mentee experiences serious challenges with classroom discipline and what works for you in your classroom is not helping - you may have to locate other resources and strategies that enable the mentee to get order in the classroom.If the mentor learning priorities are significant then you will want to record them in your mentoring plan to ensure you have adequate time to prepare before you begin working with your mentee on his goal. Sharing your learning goal with your mentee will demonstrate how everyone continues to learn throughout their career and will model your growth mindset to them.



Create Plan: Three Key Components

● Clarify the new learning
● Align the method of support
● Write a mentoring plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: Once we have clarified what new learning must occur in order for the mentee to work toward the SMART goal, then we can begin to align the method of support. This section is a very quick review of the different methods you as mentors have learned about earlier in this session. 



Successful Mentoring Plans Address:

Mentee 
Learning 
Priorities 

Aligned 
Method of 

Support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: The next step in creating a mentoring plan is to align the learning priorities for the mentee with methods of support.



Which Method Aligns Best?

Resource 
Provider

Curriculum/
Instructional 

Specialist

Classroom 
Supporter

Model Co-Teach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator says: Once you have determined what it is exactly that your mentee needs to learn, you need to align that learning to the method that is best suited to it.First, mentors need to decide if this is about providing a resource, or providing support for curriculum and instruction, or providing classroom support.  And if classroom support is needed, it all comes down to where your mentee is in their practice with the new learning they need to engage in. Are they new to the learning, to the content or the pedagogy you know they need to master?  If so, you’ll want to model the content and/or pedagogy for them.  Or are they more comfortable with the content or the pedagogy?  Have they been trying it out and are feeling more familiar with it?  In that case, you as the mentor would co-teach with the mentee, giving them more autonomy and valuing their higher level of experience with the content and/or pedagogy.  This is why it’s so important for you the mentor to reflect on their goal and determine what exactly it is they need to learn - you need to know the learning implicit in the goal in order to determine your mentee’s comfort level.In one mentoring plan, a mentor and mentee will use many different methods - and maybe all of them!  For each part of their mentoring plan, they’ll think, “what’s the learning that needs to happen? And what’s the best method for that learning?”



Create Plan: Three Key Components

● Clarify the new learning
● Align the method of support
● Write a mentoring plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: The final key component is actually writing the plan.
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Homework Connection

Reflect on the methods of support you 
learned about and study the mentoring 
plan template.

● What do you notice about how the 
mentoring plan template is designed?

● How might those types of support 
come together to create a mentoring 
plan?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: For homework, mentors were asked to review the mentoring plan template. Ask participants to turn to the mentoring plan template in their handouts (there are 3 copies, starting on page 23). Ask them to build on the reflection they did for homework with the learning they have done so far today.  What do they notice about how the mentoring plan template is designed? How do they think the types of support they’ve learned about could come together to create a mentoring plan?  Provide 2-3 minutes for participants to share their thoughts with a shoulder partner.  Listen in on conversations and remember points you can call out later in this session as you do some direct teaching about the mentoring plan template.
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Logistical options for writing the plan

Option 1:
Sit down with your mentee and write 
together.
• Both of you should have your 

schedules at hand
• Pros: Build mentee buy-in and 

excitement
• Cons: Time-consuming, may be 

hard to schedule

Option 2:
Write on your own, share, and mentee 
lets you know if any parts don’t work.
● Mentee needs to share their 

schedule with you
● Pros: Faster, can do on your own 

time
● Cons: Mentee may not fully 

understand the purpose of or be 
bought into each component of the 
plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator says: So once you’ve clarified the new learning and thought about which methods of support work best, you’ll write it down in a concrete plan. It’s a best practice to write down the plan because it will hold both you and your mentee accountable.  It is simply too easy to let things slip, or forget things, or let more time pass than you had intended, when you don’t write the details down.  This is why it’s important that mentors write plans down.Facilitator does: Use the text on the slide to review the two options for actually writing the plan.  There can be pros and cons to both approaches, and mentors may find that they use both approaches over time, depending on which makes the most sense at the time.If you have any personal experiences to share here about the outcomes of using one or both of these two options you can include them now. For instance, you may share that you’ve used the second option once you and the mentee know each other well and have collaborated on a few mentoring plans together
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Typical cycles of support found on a mentoring plan

Co-Planning Meeting for upcoming Classroom Support
Providing Resources

Being a Curriculum Specialist

Being an Instructional Specialist

May happen at any 
point and may not be 
explicitly written into 
the plan

Classroom Support session - happens in classroom 
(modeling, co-teaching)

Debriefing Meeting about how the classroom support 
went

Co-Planning - Explicitly planned ahead of time to be focused on providing resources, being a curriculum specialist, and/or 
being an instructional specialist

Debriefing - How the resource providing or curriculum/instructional specialist support went

modeling co-teaching

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Use the text on the slide to help you talk through cycles of support that are typically found on a mentoring plan. Some things to include are:Facilitator says: *animate*One cycle you will typically use is the co-planning, classroom support, debriefing cycle.  Remember we’ll talk about debriefing in the next session, for now it’s important to know that it’s a chance to talk about how the classroom support went, to solidify the learning.  So you may write a mentoring plan that proceeds through co-planning, classroom support, debrief, co-planning, classroom support, debrief.  *animate*Remember that there are two main kinds of classroom support - modeling and co-teaching. One additional note about comfort level of mentee - some mentees will resist moving into co-teaching because it’s riskier on their part.  Having you model for them is far less risky for them.  Hopefully, because you are working with them to build a growth mindset they’ll be eager and ready to try co-teaching when you think they’re ready.  But know that for some mentees, you’ll have to push them.  A general rule of thumb is to not model a particular practice more than once or twice before you enthusiastically plan for some co-teaching!The other kinds of support - providing resources, being a curriculum specialist, and being an instructional specialist, may happen at any point during a cycle like this. For example, you might bring some resources to a debriefing session, or provide instructional guidance while co-teaching. In these cases, you don’t need to explicitly write these kinds of support into the mentoring plan.*animate*A second kind of cycle happens outside of classroom support. You’ll often see this in a situation where a mentor is having a hard time, due to schedules or other barriers, to getting into the classroom with the mentee. In this case, you would explicitly plan to be a resource provider or a curriculum or instructional specialist during a co-planning session. Then, the debrief follows up on how that went.Being in a classroom with a mentee is far more impactful than simply planning with them. So when at all possible, use the strategies we discussed in Session 5 to overcome barriers and provide classroom support.
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Don’t forget to consider time!

• A typical plan lasts 4-8 weeks
• Co-planning and debriefing should happen no fewer than one 

hour and no more than 48 hours before/after a classroom 
support session
• Less than one hour: not enough time for the mentor to plan
• More than 48 hours: too disconnected from what’s happening in the 

classroom now!
• Allocate at least 30 minutes to co-planning and debriefing
• Classroom support does not have to last an entire lesson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Use the points on the slide to review time considerations for writing a mentoring planThe last point should be familiar to mentors from earlier in the session. Depending on the area of learning, perhaps the support needed could take as little as 15 minutes! Sometimes thinking about smaller bite sizes makes providing classroom support easier for mentors to manage



Components of the mentoring plan

● Mentee’s SMART goal(s)
● Specific coaching activities and resources you will 

engage in with mentee to achieve goal(s)
○ How each are aligned to the goals
○ Why each activity and resource will be effective in 

helping the mentee achieve the goal(s)
● How you will monitor mentee’s progress toward goal(s)
● How you will integrate relationship building into each 

aspect of the intervention
● Projected timeline for intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE - This mentoring plan reflects what participants must do to meet the requirements of the assessment.Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Ask participants to turn back to one of the blank mentoring plans in their handouts on page 23.Briefly go over the components of the plan.Let mentees know that you’ll talk more about monitoring progress in future modules. For now, it’s important that they know that planning to collect evidence (such as specific pieces of student work) will make their debriefing easier and more impactful.



Example: A mentoring plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator Says: So let’s try it out.  We’re going to return to our Mentee SMART goal. Facilitator does: Sketch out a blank coaching plan on chart paper before your session starts. Or you can model by switching to the document and typing in it live during the think aloud.  Model how to write a mentoring plan using the template. You can use the following completed template in your reference materials to  think aloud and model filling in the mentoring plan. Take about 4 minutes for this model.You can use words such as the following to help you think aloud as you type into the template:So of course I’ll start with co-planning….I want to make sure not too much time passes…Because we decided earlier the mentee needs to learn ___, I think I’ll _____I’ll want to move onto co-teaching…I think my role during this will be ___ and my mentee’s role will be ____Our goal for this will be to...This feels like enough time to focus on this goal…As a result of these types of support, I think it will be natural to collect ___ as evidence of ___After you have completed your model/think aloud, ask participants to share with a shoulder partner what they noticed about writing the mentoring plan. Participants should have noticed how simple and straightforward writing the plan can be - it can seem daunting at first but is actually pretty straightforward.  



Getting started: Writing a mentoring plan for your 
work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Participants will now have time to get started on writing a mentoring plan for their work with their actual mentees. They may want to wait to actually write it when they are back together with their mentee, but this time will be well-used to prep for that work, using the notes they made earlier clarifying their mentee’s learning and aligning those to methods of support.For those participants who are not at this point in their work with their mentees, they can practice writing a mentoring plan using the fictional mentee from the previous sessions from the original classroom management video they watched in module 2. Participants can choose to do this independently or with a partner. Circulate around the room as they work. This is a great opportunity to ask if participants have any questions about writing mentoring plans.  Take note if you want to bring up any of those questions when you pull the whole group back together.Also when you come back together make sure that participants know that, like with all of the templates from this program, they should make copies to use the mentoring plan template in their own work



Sum up your learning:
• What is one brief statement 

you can make about creating 
a plan?

One-Sentence Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Provide 2 minutes for participants to jot down a one sentence summary of what they’ve learned today about creating a plan in their handouts on page 26.



Key Takeaway

Mentoring plans keep mentor 
and mentee on track to 
achieve SMART goals.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: read the key takeaway.



LUNCH!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SECTION START: 11:45Duration: 45 minutes



Debrief

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says:  The next part of our session is talking about how to debrief with your mentee.



Where are we in the cycle?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: animate the slide. Use this slide to orient mentors to where we are in the cycle. Point out that we are in the coach part of the cycle where the double sided arrow occurs between provide support and debrief.Facilitator says: We’ve learned how to create a support plan and the different supports a mentor can provide and now we will talk about one of the most important parts of providing support which is to debrief after a support is provided.
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Debrief

• Opportunity to reflect on the new learning acquired from the 
support given

• Takes place following most supports
• Debrief may look a little different depending on support provided

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Review what a debrief is and how it should take place following any type of support although the debrief may look somewhat different for different supports provided. Facilitator says: We will get into these subtle differences as we dive into the 3 key components. 
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The debrief may differ…

Modeling Co-teaching Observation with 
feedback

Resource Provider Curriculum/ 
Instructional Specialist

● a conversation that 
follows the model 
lesson

● reflects on what 
observed from the 
checklist / look-fors

● makes a plan for 
applying new learning 
into their own practice

● a conversation that 
follows the co-taught 
lesson

● reflect on the look-fors

● identify what worked 
and what can be 
improved upon

● review the impact on 
student learning

● a conversation that 
follows the additional 
observation to provide 
feedback on focus area

● review the impact on 
student learning

● conversation may take 
place simultaneously 
to when a resource is 
shared

● discussion should 
include how the 
resource will impact 
student learning

● how might this 
resource be used in 
future lessons

● conversation may take 
place simultaneously 
when planning with 
mentee

● conversation could be 
a follow up to a 
planning session once 
a mentee 
implemented a new 
strategy discussed in 
planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: There are white boxes that will animate out when in presentation mode. Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Reveal each box one at a time emphasizing the main differences a debrief has for the different types of supports we learned about in the last module. Participants can take notes in their handouts on page 27. 
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Connection to mentor stances

● Provides information & 
assistance

● Ensures mentee 
implements the content & 
pedagogy accurately

● Provides resources & 
assistance through 
demonstration lessons, 
planning conversations, and 
observations with debriefs

● Shares ideas & problem 
solves collaboratively

● Reciprocal support for 
growth & improvement of 
practice

● Co-planning, co-teaching, 
exchanging resources, etc.

● Increase reflection on 
practice & encouraging self-
directed thinking about 
instruction

● Non-judgmental support for 
planning, instruction, 
reflection, etc.

● Learning-focused 
conversations which include 
inquiry, reflection, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 1 minuteFacilitator does: This is a quick reminder to mentors about the mentor stances. Depending on the support a mentor gave, they might find themselves embodying a different stance during a debrief.



Debrief: 3 Key Components

● Plan for debrief
● Engage in debrief
● Revisit plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 seconds Facilitator does: Review the 3 key components for debrief. 
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Why debrief?

• Time to reflect on the new practice 
either observed or engaged in and its 
impact on student learning

• Mentee identifies the reasons, 
process, and/or strategies that made 
the teaching successful or not 
successful

• Mentee makes a plan for applying 
new learning into their practice

• Learning is amplified in the debriefing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Before revealing the points on the slide, invite participants to turn to a shoulder partner and share their thoughts regarding why they think it is important to follow-up any type of support with a debrief.Highlight some strong answers as you hear them.Then animate the slide to reveal the points on the slide and talk through them. 
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Debrief tool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does: Have participants reference the debrief tool on page 29-30 of their handout as you go through this next part. Facilitator says: This is a tool you can use when conducting a debrief that includes generic questions so you can really utilize it to debrief any of the supports you provide to your mentee. This tool will help the mentor facilitate a debrief conversation. Remember that most of the supports such as modeling or co-teaching are rendered pointless if those supports are not followed up with a debrief conversation to reflect on the new learning and how the mentee plan to implement the new learning in their practice. Facilitator does: Give participants 3 minutes to simply familiarize themselves with the template. Facilitator says: You may notice the center column is a place to jot down some planning notes ahead of time - why might that be important to do prior to engaging in a debrief conversation?( Invite participants to share some thoughts aloud with the group.)Another thing I want to point out about this tool is that it is not meant to be used from top to bottom. You do not need to ask your mentee every single question on this sheet. You can choose the questions that best meet the needs of the conversation or depending on how the conversation is flowing you will choose the most relevant questions. You will see this in the sample debrief planning template that we are about to take a look at.(Ideally, participants also reflect on what they learned about Purposeful Questions earlier in the session and notice that the debrief tool is based on those kinds of questions!)
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Debrief tool - example

• Select a timekeeper, scribe and spokesperson 
• Look through and analyze the example, pre-planned debrief tool
• Jot down notes focusing on:

• what questions the mentor prepared ahead of time;
• how the mentor made adjustments to the questions;
• the flow of the questions;
• types of notes prepared ahead of time.

• Record noticings on your chart paper

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Group participants for this activity. With their group, they will look through and analyze a complete example of a mentoring plan and the pre-planned debrief tool in their handouts on page 31-34.They can jot down notes in their handouts that focus on the questions on the slide. One member of the group scribes the noticings everyone in their group shares out onto the chart paper for their group 
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Whole group share

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Have groups post their chart paper around the room and highlight common noticings across groups. Ask participants to elaborate on their ideas as necessary.
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Scenario practice

In your groups:
• Read assigned scenario 
• Prepare for a debrief based on this scenario

• Plan a series of questions you could ask
• Be prepared to share your plan and justification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Participants will continue to work in their groups.They will read an assigned scenario - There are 3 different scenarios to choose from when assigning them to groups. The scenarios start on page 34 of the handout.After reading the scenario, they will use the template that follows their scenario in the handout to plan their series of questions they would ask in preparation for their debrief.Groups should be prepared to share out with the whole group their plan and why they chose those particular questions.
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Whole group share

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator does: Depending on time - you may only have 1 or 2 groups share their work. Highlight effective use of questioning and groups that really chose their questions thoughtfully and carefully - and especially groups that used what they learned earlier in the session to craft their own purposeful questions based on what they read in the scenario! Notice if any groups made the misconception that they needed to march through the document and use every single question. Make sure that misconception does not persist past this point. 



Debrief: 3 Key Components

● Plan for debrief
● Engage in debrief
● Revisit plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 seconds Facilitator does: Transition to second key component.



Non-Negotiables for Debriefs

• An open and honest discussion about how the support went

• Private 

• Aligns to the Partnership Agreement between mentee and mentor

• Can utilize factual observation notes

• Uses evidence to support the discussion

• Impact on student learning should always be part of the discussion

• Generate and discuss ideas for next steps with regard to the mentoring plan

What do you think are non-negotiables for debriefs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator Says: Remind participants that there were also non-negotiables when conducting a set goals meeting - the non-negotiables are very similar for debriefs. Have participants share out ideas they remember from set goals non-negotiables that they think could apply to this kind of debrief conversation as well.Animate and Review the non-negotiables on the slide. 
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Using evidence to support the discussion

Plan ahead of time what evidence you’ll collect
Collect it during the classroom support session
Bring it to the debrief
Anything that can be used to look for evidence of mentee and student 
learning:
• Student Work (classwork, exit tickets, assessments, etc.)
• Mentor and/or mentee notes
• Video/audio recording
• Lesson plans
• What else?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 3 minutesFacilitator does: Remind participants that their mentoring plan has a spot for them to record the type of evidence they’re going to gather during the support. That helps set the debrief up for success because the mentee and mentor know ahead of time what evidence they’ll be gathering and bringing to the debrief conversation. Evidence can be very wide-ranging - student work, notes the mentor and/or mentee take, lesson plans, video or audio recordings, etc.! It can be anything that happens during the mentoring plan that can be looked at by mentor and mentee to see evidence of mentee and student learning!Ask participants to share any other ideas for evidence they have. There is a spot on page 39 of the handouts for them to record ideas for evidence
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Let’s practice: debrief

•How does the mentor... 
• utilize the questions effectively?
• customize the questions to fit the situation?
• create a nice flow to the conversation?
• ensure the non-negotiables are being followed?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator does: Invite a volunteer to play the role of the mentee in a transcript of a debrief conversation. They will play along with you in the scenario.Tell participants that as you and the volunteer read the transcript aloud they are to follow along in their handouts on page 40. As they follow along participants should make notes of the following:How does the mentor... utilize the questions effectively?customize the questions to fit the situation?create a nice flow to the conversation?ensure the non-negotiables are being followed?After reading the scenario aloud, give participants a few minutes to go back and reread and jot down notes to the questions on the slide in their handouts.Facilitate discussion around the questions inviting participants to elaborate on the notes they took.



Debrief: 3 Key Components

● Plan for debrief
● Engage in debrief
● Revisit plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 seconds Facilitator does: Transition to the last key component.
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What comes next?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: This is just a quick slide to remind participants of the back and forth arrow between debrief and provide support in the mentor cycle.  
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Revisit plan

● Think of this step as a moment to pause and think.
○ What’s coming up next in our existing plan?

● Hone in on the last question in the debrief template.
○ “Let’s revisit the plan, what should come next?”

● Don’t get stuck in “provide support”.
○ If your mentoring plan calls for this to be the last support for this goal, 

move on to “Measure Progress”.
■ You can then decide if you have done enough here to work on another goal.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: Inform participants that this third step is really just a quick thought moment in what is supposed to come next after this particular debrief.We don’t want mentors getting stuck in just providing support and never getting to that next step of monitor progress to see if what they have been working on together is truly making an impact.If this particular debrief was for the final support on the mentoring plan, then it is time to move on to the next step - monitor progress.
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Your take-aways

• What were your three biggest 
learnings about debriefs?

• What are your two biggest 
concerns about debriefs?

• What is your next action for 
debriefs?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 2 minutesFacilitator does: This is just a short pause, reflection moment for mentors to complete on their own in their handouts on page 42.



Key Takeaway

Engaging in a debrief helps solidify 
the mentee’s learning and ensures 

impact on teacher practice and 
student learning.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: read the key takeaway.



BREAK!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SECTION START: 1:30Duration:15 minutes 



Connection to Assessments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator says: So let’s take a look at where everything we’ve talked about today connects to the mentoring assessments.



Mentoring to Improve…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE: This slide includes animation and is not messed up.Duration: 10 minutesFacilitator does:  Have mentors log on to the assessments and start to look for connections between today’s content and the assessments. Invite participants to share these connections aloud before pointing out the following - Share the following assessment connections with mentees.Under DEVELOP is where their mentoring plan really ties in. If they use the template provided, it will cover all of the required components required in this portion of the assessment. Animate the slide. Any notes from a debrief conversation notes can serve as an artifact under the Coaching and Support section of IMPLEMENT. Explain the annotation part of the assessment & give examples of what this may look and sound like.



Work Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 15 minutesFacilitator says: Now take some time to log on yourself and explore these two assessments and see what additional work you see needing in order to accomplish the tasks. Think about what you already feel prepared to complete. Start to make a plan for completing these assessments. You know your school year, curriculum scope and sequence, etc. When do you see the best time will be to complete these assessments during the school year? We will circulate around as you do this to support and answer any questions. 



Closure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Transition to the final part of the day. 
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• Facilitate difficult conversations using the “Opportunity Conversation” 
protocol
• Examine all data collected to identify mentee’s progress toward SMART 

goal
•Determine next steps in work with mentee 
• Engage mentee in reflection on practice
• Reflect on mentoring experience and make a concrete plan for future 

practice

Preview of Module 6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review what’s to come in the next module.
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• Continue to plan forward for how you’ll lay the groundwork for 
the work required for the assessments.

• Bring any and all artifacts of your work with a current mentee. We 
will use this data in the final session.

Homework

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 30 secondsFacilitator does: Review the homework participants need to complete between sessions.



Exit Ticket

Get two sticky notes:

1. Biggest takeaway 
2. One question you 

currently have

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Duration: 5 minutesFacilitator says: Everyone please take out two sticky notes.  Label your first sticky note #1 and write down 1 big takeaway you have from today’s learning. Label your second sticky note #2 and write down 1 question you currently have as we head out for the day. Please bring your sticky notes up to the facilitators before you head out.Note to facilitators: After participants leave for the day, work together as a facilitator pair to review the takeaways and questions on the sticky notes.Prioritize which takeaways to share: which takeaways did many people say? Which takeaways are particularly insightful and will move mentor thinking forward?Prioritize which questions to share and answer: which questions will NOT be answered tomorrow and are necessary for the mentors to understand their role, the mentor cycle, and the mentor program of modules and assessments?
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